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Foreword
In February 2018, WAN-IFRA published a special report
on ‘Implications of changing to lower grammage newsprint’. That was the time when publishers in India and
elsewhere in the world had started to move towards
printing using lower grammage newsprint. With volatility in newsprint and foreign exchange prices, it was a
double challenge for publishers to keep the cost of printing the newspaper under control. While 42.5 g/m2 and
45 g/m2 were the dominant grammage of newsprint used
in many countries, several publishers started looking
at printing using 40gsm newsprint, which theoretically
could save more than 5% on the cost of newsprint. But
it was not as easy as it looked. The report examined the
implications of using lower grammage newsprint and
provided a broad picture of the challenges ahead.
The members of WAN-IFRA’s World Printers Forum
India Chapter felt the need to come up with a comprehensive report that would help members understand the
nuances of printing using lower grammage newsprint,
especially 40 g/m2, and also provide a step-by-step DIY
guide that can easily be followed.
The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated the need for newspaper publishers to look at ways to cut costs of production in a meaningful way and heightened the need for
this report.
This report provides a practical guide to printing using
40 g/m2 newsprint and takes the reader through the
various aspects that need to be considered. Detailed
analysis of lower grammage newsprint, supported by
laboratory findings, provide an understanding of where
things could go wrong. Another important element of
this report is the detailed evaluation of different TIC
(Total Ink Coverage) parameters according to the grammage of the newsprint.

The savings in printing could not only emanate from the
cost of newsprint, but also on the savings in ink. ISO
12647-3 recommends TIC 220 for cold-set offset, irrespective of the grammage of newsprint used. However,
the studies done for the purposes of this report showed it
is feasible to move to lower TIC. This finding was cor
roborated by the savings recorded by publishers who
have moved to a lower TIC.
However, it must be noted that it is not a one-size-fits-all
solution, and each user must optimise his / her printing
infrastructure to achieve the desired results.
The opinions of those who have migrated to 40 g/m2
newsprint support the premises laid out in the report
aimed at helping newspaper publishers to save on printing costs and make the newspaper business sustainable
for a long time to come.
I would like to thank Snehasis C Roy, Chairman of the
World Printers Forum, India Chapter, for all the support
provided to bring out this report. But for his support in
getting his team members, Anup Pal and Shreejit P M,
to provide crucial inputs on cost-benefit analysis and
the step-by-step guide, this report would not have been
possible. I am equally thankful to other members of the
World Printers Forum, India Chapter, for their expert
comments on this subject. Credit in big measure goes to
my colleague Prabhu Natrajan, who wrote this report and
also coordinated the many discussions and interviews to
give meaningful shape to it.
I hope this report will adorn the shelf of every newspaper
printer and also be useful in implementing the migration
to printing using lower grammage newsprint.

Magdoom Mohamed
Managing Director – South Asia
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Foreword

Introduction
One of the major expenses for newspaper publishers is the cost
of newsprint and ink. The cost of newsprint has increased and
has also been fluctuating in recent times.
Increase in demand and shortfall in
supply have raised serious concerns
about alternate sources of input material and efficient use of the newsprint. As around 60% to 70% percent
of the production cost is accounted
for by the cost of newsprint and ink,
any cost savings in newsprint and
ink can have a huge impact. Migrating to lower grammage newsprint
could directly save on the costs, but
blind migration would result in barely any savings. As these materials
are available from several different
manufacturers in varied qualities,
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selecting the materials that offer
better productivity and cost savings
is important.
There have been a lot of develop
ments in newspaper printing
over the last few decades, which
have helped publishers bring out
high-quality newspapers cost-effectively. Nevertheless, the emergence
of digital media and other factors
such as increase in manpower cost,
raw materials cost etc., have made
publishing houses take many initiatives to sustain the profit margin.

Introduction

Newsprint manufacturers have
moved from 48gsm to 45gsm
newsprint and to 42gsm newsprint.
Though this posed several challenges to the manufacturers, it helped
publishers achieve better yield for a
given weight of newsprint and helped
them create a balance in the production cost.
The year 2018 saw a huge hike and
volatility in newsprint prices that
kept the publishers on their toes. The
subsequent pandemic only worsened
the situation. Given the scenario,
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though 42gsm or 42.5gsm newsprint are predominantly
used, publishers in western countries and Japan, and a
few publishers in India, moved further down to 40gsm
newsprint to enhance the print mileage to some extent.
And it is expected that the trend of using 40gsm newsprint will grow.
However, the use of 40gsm newsprint brings its own
challenges in production, and raises concerns such as
the relative cost of newsprint compared to newsprints
of other grammage, the availability, and the cumulative
benefits. This report aims to provide an analysis based
on the laboratory testing of 40gsm newsprint, the test
charts printed at the newspaper presses, the global outlook of newsprint and user experiences and trials by the
publishers.
A systematic approach is needed to address the ‘ifs’
and ‘buts’ before moving to lower grammage newsprints. The wrong approach could cause quality defects
and runnability issues in print production, leading to
higher wastage and indirect losses. These would negate
the benefits achieved by lower grammage newsprint
consumption.
Also, newsprint consumption patterns across the globe
differ based on the needs and demands of customers and
product variety. Research conducted by EMGE & Co.,
UK last year shows newsprint consumption patterns in
key regions globally. The chart below shows the regional
breakdown of newsprint basis weights in West Europe,
North America and Southeast Asia.

The research done by EMGE can be interpreted to
understand the trends in newsprint consumption of
different regions:

W North America and Southeast Asia have bigger shares
of 45gsm newsprint. Over 70% of newsprint used in
North America is 45gsm; and in SE Asia, it is over
85%. The situation is starkly different in Western
Europe, where 42 gsm newsprint has the major share
of the pie.

W In the case of 40gsm newsprint too, Europe dominates with more than 10%.

W While North America still consumes a large amount
of 48 gsm newsprint, in Europe and Asia there is
barely any consumption of the same.
The main objectives of this report are to:

W Find answers to the questions that a printer faces
before implementing or migrating to printing using
lower grammage newsprint

W Study and compare the properties of lower grammage
newsprint against the standard references to find the
deviations, and to provide some key recommendations based on the results

W Understand the challenges of using 40gsm newsprint
in day-to-day production

W Formulate the ideal approach for migration to lower
grammage

W Make recommendations for collaborating with suppliers

6
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Detailed analysis
of properties of lower
grammage newsprint
While awareness of the optical and mechanical properties of newsprint
are important to understand the characteristic behaviour of the paper,
it is equally important to understand the printability behaviour of the
newsprint with ink, also known as printability properties.

Printability property is not a standalone property. It is determined by
the combined output of paper and
ink. So, printability tests could be
influenced by either ink or paper.
Newsprint properties play a crucial
role in newspaper production. Some
of the properties of newsprint are
vital, as they influence runnability,
quality and buying power at various
levels.
This chapter will study and list the
findings on the key properties and
the normality, abnormality, conformance and non-conformance of
40gsm newsprint against standards.
(ISO 2846 conformance comparison
was not done as the conformance
results would also be influenced by
properties of ink.)
The table below displays the level
and area of influence of the key
properties of newsprint:

Source: WAN-IFRA
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Study:
WAN-IFRA analysed 259 samples of 40gsm newsprint
from 13 different mills, to understand the characteristic
behaviours and compliance to standard specifications.
Also, the influence of different mills / brands (if any) on
the behaviours of the newsprint was analysed, as the
paper manufacturing process and the quality of input
material while making the paper could have a bearing on
the outcome. More than five samples of newsprint from
eight mills (brands) were analysed for different properties covering physical, mechanical and optical angles.
Recent data from the analysis of the properties of newsprint, i.e., pattern of the physical, mechanical, optical,

S.no

Parameters

Unit

and basic properties of 40gsm newsprint, was taken
from WAN-IFRA’s Research and Material Testing Centre
(RMTC).
The samples were primarily checked for compliance with
the DIN 19306, ISO 12647-3 and the WAN-IFRA recommendations on some of the properties.
These newsprint properties were checked to understand
if they conformed to parameters and were within the
tolerance limit. Below are the standard references with
the tolerance levels. The observation are subsequently
discussed.

Target &
Tolerance

Standard
reference

L -80,
1

Shade

-

A-0,
B-3,

ISO 12647-3

∇ L±4, ∇ A±2 ∇ B±2
40 g/m²: >91
42.5 g/m²: >92
2

Opacity %

%

45 g/m²: >92.5

DIN ISO 2741:1998

48.8 g/m² > 94
52 g/m²: >94
3

Brightness

4

Specific volume, Bulk

cm3/g

1.2 to 1.6

DIN ISO 534

5

Roughness

microns

2.0 to 6.0

DIN ISO 8791-4

6

Tensile strength MD

kN/m

>2.0

DIN ISO 1924-2

7

Tear strength

mN

>250

DIN EN 21974

8

Grammage for 40G

g/m2

40 ± 2%

DIN ISO 536

Source: DIN 19306-4, ISO 12647-3 References.
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1.1 OPTICAL TESTS ON 40gsm:

Bulk:

Shade:

The volume of the paper in a unit area is measured as
the bulk of the paper. This property is crucial, as it is the
main influence on the financial aspects of logistics and
purchasing.

Newsprint shade helps to achieve better colour gamut
and quality. So, the shade of the printed primary and
secondary colours are compared against ISO standard
specifications.
Importance of the test: The right shade can reduce the
colour variation during production in the press, leading
ultimately to less possibility of colour complaints.
Opacity:

It relates to the amount of light transmitted through
the paper, helping to reduce the see-through defects in
printing.
Importance of the test: Paper with a low degree of
opacity is more translucent, allowing most of the light to
pass through it. Opacity decides the extent to which the
printing on one side of the paper would be visible on the
reverse side (called show-through).
Brightness:

Brightness measures the ability of a paper to reflect blue
light, which increases its ability to be printed in a wide
range of colours and broader colour gamuts. The brightness of the samples were compared to the CIE standard
of 58 or above as most suitable for printing.
Importance of the test: Brighter paper will increase
visibility and readability of the text and enrich the image
visibility as well.

1.2 MECHANICAL AND
RUNNABILITY TESTS:
Some physical and mechanical properties are crucial for
smooth runnability in the production process. Hence, it
is wise to compare the mechanical and runnability capabilities of 40gsm paper against 45gsm and other types, to
get a fair idea of any potential hiccups of lower grammage
newsprint.
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Importance of the test: It is very important to have consistent bulk across the paper. In lower grammage paper
particularly, as the grammage is already compromised or
lowered, the bulk needs to be compensated appropriately
to maintain the thickness within limits. Otherwise, the
runnability will be affected to a larger extent. Uneven
bulk within a single roll can cause the roll to unwind with
uneven tension, leading to various printing defects as
well as web breaks. Higher bulk of the same grammage
will also reduce the show-through defects in lower grammage paper.
Observation: As per the specification recommended in
DIN 19306-4, paper bulk must fall between 1.2 and 1.6.
Porosity:

This is the degree of peaks and valleys on the surface of
the paper, which influences the ink penetration to the
other side and thus influences strike-through defects.
Importance of the test: High roughness of the paper
results in more ink consumption and many printability
defects too.
Higher differences between the peaks and valleys on the
paper would cause increased absorption/penetration,
thereby requiring more ink to produce a standard colour
(more ink consumption will reduce ink mileage.)
Tensile strength:

This is the paper's ability to withstand stretching force
without breaking. It is measured in Machine Direction
(MD) and in Cross-machine Direction (CD). This property is the most crucial, as it is the chief factor affecting
runnability, web breakages and tension-setting issues.
Importance of the test: The higher the tensile strength of
the paper, the lower the chances of web breakages due to
high tension at press.

Chapter 1: Detailed analysis of properties of
lower grammage newsprint
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Tear resistance:

Grammage:

Tear strength is the ability of the paper to withstand any
tearing force without breaking.

It is the basis weight of the paper per unit surface area
of the sheet. An increased grammage supply in place of
agreed/procured grammage will reduce the yield and
thus increase the product cost. Therefore, it is crucial to
check the grammage consistency to keep the cost under
control.

Importance of the test: It is useful to evaluate web runnability, controlling the quality of newsprint and characterizing the toughness of packaging paper. This property
is crucial as far as the runnability of paper in the press is
concerned.
Thickness:

This property refers to the thickness of the paper, defined
in microns. This again affects the runnability and showthrough issues.
Importance of the test: Consistency of caliper throughout
the paper web is an important consideration. An abrupt
increase or decrease in caliper can affect the extent to
which the printing plate or blanket contacts the paper
and transfers a complete printed image, as well as other
printability and runnability issues.
Observation: Even though there is no standard for thickness, WAN-IFRA recommends a minimum of 68 microns
for any grammage to have good runnability. There were
only two brands out of 8 that did not meet the minimum
thickness of 68. Thickness is also influenced by the bulk
of the paper. If the bulk of the paper is not tuned enough
to meet and maintain the thickness, runnability of the
newsprint would be a serious concern; and potentially
more show-through will be visible too.

Importance of the test: Inconsistency in grammage may
invite potential trouble in the printing process, and it
sometimes leads to financial losses if the newsprint has
higher grammage than the specified (lower) grammage.
Deviation

No of occurrence

0.2 or below

82

0.2 to 0.4

112

0.4 to 0.6

23

0.6 to 0.8

23

0.8 to 1.0

14

1.0 & above

12

Observations: As per DIN 19306-3 standards, a deviation
of two percent from the specific grammage is acceptable.
Therefore, a maximum deviation of 0.8 in each direction
is acceptable for 40gsm paper.
There could be numerous reasons for particular mills /
brands showing deviations. The method of paper-making,
the machines used and sources of input materials are all
factors that indirectly influence the consistency of the
paper.
Our analysis of 259 samples of 40gsm newsprint from 13
different mills showed that most samples confirmed to
standards.

10
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Chapter 2

Laboratory analysis:
basic and printability tests
There are a series of important questions about usage of lower
grammage newsprint and associated parameters to consider.

W What is the percentage of lower grammage paper out
of the total consumption?

W What are the different grammages of paper being
used by publishers in general?

Outcome of survey for information on
lower grammage:
GSM trend of Newsprint consumption:

W Do the publishers who use papers of various grammage really report the same level of total ink coverage? Do publishers who print using lower grammage
paper for the major part of their production have
the same level of TIC as those who use newsprint or
45gsm or higher grammage?
WAN-IFRA conducted a survey to determine the grammage pattern of newsprint consumption and TIC levels,
which revealed interesting trends.
Method of study

W Inputs collected from 60 publications across the globe
using a survey questionnaire on newsprint consumption pattern, Total Ink Coverage, Halftone parameters, etc.

W 48gsm and 54gsm were excluded from the analysis as
a significant amount of data was not available.
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The pie-chart shows the newsprint consumption pattern
of the companies surveyed. It shows that 59% of the companies use 42gsm newsprint in their production, along
with other grammage newsprints in minor quantities.
Similarly, 17%and 18% of the companies mostly consume
40gsm and 45gsm respectively. This means 76% of the
companies use 40gsm and 42gsm paper for producing
their newspapers.

Chapter 2: Laboratory analysis: basic and printability tests
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Grammage vs Total Ink Coverage adopted:

It is important to study different characteristics of Total
Ink Coverage (TIC) as this is mainly decided by the paper
characteristics like grammage, bulk and opacity. It is also
important to understand the relation between grammage
and TIC for papers of specific grammage.

Printability tests and print defects analysis
on lower grammage
Another major complaint about lower grammage paper
is the prevalence of show-through and print-through due
to its characteristics. There is a misconception that these
defects are solely due to reduction in GSM and thickness
(lower GSM paper). But show-through could also happen
because of other reasons like more ink coverage, less bulk
and opacity.
WAN-IFRA conducted a study to assess the showthrough defects of lower grammage newsprint in comparison with different variables. A customised test form
with different variables was prepared. This test chart was
printed at the facilities of Bennett & Coleman Co. Ltd.,
Chennai, and ABP Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata, and evaluated at the
WAN-IFRA’s Research and Material Testing Centre in
Chennai.

ISO 12647-3 only recommends a TIC 220 for cold-set
offset, irrespective of grammage of paper used.
In our study of consumption of newsprint by printing
houses, the following trends were found:

1. The majority of printing houses using 40gsm and
42gsm paper (67% and 53% respectively) use TIC 180.

2. The second biggest number of printers use TIC 220 as
recommended by ISO 12647-3, especially on 42gsm
and 45gsm newsprint.

3. Surprisingly, a considerable number of printers use
TIC 160.

4. Nearly 20% of the 40gsm users use TIC 160, and
interestingly, an equal percentage of 45gsm users also
use TIC 160 in printing.

5. Apart from TIC 220 (ISO standard target), there is
also a considerable shift to TIC 160 and TIC 180. This
requires deeper analysis to understand the impact.

12
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Method of evaluation

Newsprint type & TIC (Vs) show-through:

The test chart was prepared with a few key variables that
were thought to be influencing the defects in 40gsm.
These variables are:

W A total of 15 samples of each newsprint class (recycled,

W A solid bar with different TIC coverages of 160, 180,
200, 220 and 240, slur target

W Trapping patch, linear half-tone scale for CMYK, solid
bars, Techkon RMS register marks, Vernier register
scales and WAN-IFRA cuboid patch

W The test form was printed with variations in density.
W Different types of materials like virgin, recycled,
mixed were used - (so that the TIC on show-through
behaviours of 40gsm paper could be covered)
The test form was printed at a standard density of CMY
-0.9 and K -1.1 with a maximum tolerance of 0.03.The
samples were measured and the different patches placed
in the chart were evaluated. The evaluation focused on
two pertinent questions:
a) Does the newsprint GSM really impact the showthrough?
b) What impact does virgin or recycled paper have on
the show-through defects?
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virgin, mixed) were measured with reference to different patches of TIC to understand the show-through
behaviour of 40Gsm of different makes and different
TIC levels.
The average show-through values of these samples were
plotted and the following were the findings:

1. Recycled newsprint has higher show-through across
different TIC than other types of paper (virgin and
mixed).

2. Paper of virgin fibre has the least show-through of all
types.

3. Newsprint using mixed fibre (recycled and virgin) has
the highest show-through among all.
This disproves the belief that recycled paper always
produces higher show-through and other defects. Rather,
it is the composition, processing method and the quality
and source of the fibre that decide the performance of the
newsprint.

Chapter 2: Laboratory analysis: basic and printability tests
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Density & TIC (Vs) show-through:
Four colour black (CMYK) bands of different TIC of 160,
180, 200, 220 and 240 were printed with different densities; each of the TIC bands were measured at different
densities. This exercise was carried out to quantify the
show-through values and the real influence of TIC (also
densities) on show-through.
A difference in the ‘L’ value of paper and the ‘L’ value at
the reverse side of solid printed area at different densities of different TIC values quantifies the show-through/
print-through.

14
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Though it was expected that the higher TIC and densities
can lead to more show-through, the study showed that:

1. Up to 1.1 density, there is no serious show-through at
any TIC from 160 to 240.

2. At lower TIC like 160, 180 & 200, there is no serious
show-through until the density of 1.25.

3. At 1.16 (4 colour Black density measured) and above,
moderate show-through is seen consistently on
220 and 240.
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Chapter 3

An ideal approach
to 40gsm migration
- Step-by-step guide
Laboratory studies and the results discussed in the earlier chapters are
indicative of the deviations and abnormality from standard behaviours.

These are the questions on the minds of every printer on
the shop floor:

W What are the key tests to be done and physical proper-

W What are the key steps and approaches to achieve

W How can defects such as show-through in print be

better production using lower grammage paper?

W What are the settings to be tweaked in the machine as
per the GSM?

ties of the paper to be tuned up?
avoided?

W What is the ideal approach or steps for printing using
lower grammage?

The following steps are recommended for migrating to printing using 40gsm newsprint:

Guide to print using 40gsm newsprint
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1. Form an implementation team to
educate and guide
The first step in the implementation of any new process
is to form core teams with representatives from different
departments concerned with the project.

W Migration to lower grammage newsprint would
require a team with members from the production,
mechanical, electronics and mailroom divisions, with
a team lead for each.

W Any modification and observation of the press parameters and performance evaluation would require a
combined input from all the concerned departments.
Three to five representatives from each section would
be ideal.

3. Measure and study the performance
After initiating the lower grammage trial with the initial
quantity of newsprint, the performance has to be measured and monitored
The key objective of using lower grammage paper is to
save some pennies by improving yield. So it is important
to keep an eye on the actual improvement in yield and
savings per tonne, because fluctuation and inconsistency
in the grammage towards the higher side might not permit the intended savings to be achieved.
It is also essential to monitor the runnability parameters.
Here are a few things to be observed or kept in mind
during production:

W Reel-stand tension values like core brake, infeed,
dancer, etc.

2. Try-out 40gsm paper with
default settings

W Tension values of positive drive drags, RTF and

The next step after forming the implementation team
would be to use some lower grammage newsprint and
observe the quality defects and runnability issues during
production. Note that:

W A physical observation of ribbons at the lead level

W Every machine has some variability, like press conditions and press configuration, which could make it
behave differently with lower grammage paper.

W Two machines configured the same way and in same
location will behave the same with newsprint of the
same mill / make.

W The type of lower grammage newsprint – whether it
is made of virgin fibre, recycled fibre, mixed fibre etc.,
will have a bearing on results. Try out each type and
observe the behaviours and quality issues. Optimize
different machine parameters for each type, as they
may or may not behave similarly.

W Close observation is crucial, as initial trials might
cause sudden variations and lead to more wastage.

W t is preferable to perform the initial trials during day
production, as this will give enough time to switch
over in case of issues.

changes in the performance to be monitored before
altering the settings in the press and modifying the
properties of ink and paper
super structure and before RTF during production,
that may indicate any abnormality in tension and
runnability of the paper.

W Margin alignment (potentially any shift/drift after
pasting)

W Behaviour of pasting with different makes of newsprint and with different grammages of newsprint.
Quality parameters and print defects are also to be monitored closely for any fluctuation and deviation in print
quality.
Set-off on the copies

W Behaviour of colour register fluctuations after pasting
to be compared with earlier setup.

W Number of wastes after pasting due to register variation to be observed

W Colour Register issues due to fan-out during run to be
noted

W Piling or fluffing on the blanket to be monitored, as
the modified newsprint (added fillers etc.) may or may
not increase the chances of more fluff accumulation

16
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W Any image wear due to fluff accumulation to be noted
W Ink-water balance and emulsification issues to be
monitored
When these parameters are observed, all the existing
machine settings, including tension values, ink-water values, fan-out compensation values at cold start and warm
starts, and the need for changes, can be recorded.

To retain the strength properties, suitable long fibre and
mechanical pulp can be introduced to the tune of 10%
to 15%. This will help improve tensile strength, tearing
resistance and hence the runnability.
A primary demand of publishers is runnability, followed
by printability. So, retaining strength properties and
optical characteristics are key areas.
Collaborating with ink manufacturers

4. Collaborate with newsprint
and ink suppliers
Collaborating with newsprint manufacturers

A very basic question that is always on the mind of the
publisher or printer is, what are the demands and expectations for 40gsm? The answer is simple and straightforward – The end user or the readers must not feel there
is any difference between the earlier experience and the
current one. They should have the same feel and value
as when holding a newspaper with a higher grammage
newsprint.
Compensating for thickness and bulk is to be done at the
manufacturing end by reducing the load at the Press &
Calendar stage. Soft nip calendaring can be especially
useful – it will help foster the bulk while maintaining a
better smoothness profile.
Another important parameter to look for is opacity. For
every 1 GSM reduction, the opacity reduces by 1% to 1.5%.
So, the loss of opacity needs to be compensated by using
added fillers. Precipitated Calcium Carbonate (PCC)
can be used with proper retention aids like tapioca
starch, copolymer and DSR (dry strength resin). This will
bind the fillers and eliminate potential piling, picking,
linting etc., and show-through will also be minimized.
Suitable dyes like Methyl violet and Methyl green or the
two in combination can help improve opacity.
Surface sizing influences the porosity, roughness, internal strength, particles detachment and hydrophobic
character of paper surface. This process is important to
prevent excessive absorption and improve strikethrough
and print-through.
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With the reduction of substrate GSM, bulk and opacity
will also get reduced. Ink must be changed to minimize
show-through, print-through, linting, picking and piling.
Choice of vehicle is important for optimum penetration.
Improved pigment wettability and dispersion will help
reduce IFT (ink film thickness), show-through and printthrough. Reduction of tack will help in minimize picking,
piling and linting issues.
Publishers would need an ink with low penetration,
reduced application, lower picking, piling, linting and
better colour gamut.
Collaborating with other stakeholders

It is important to work closely with the Procurement department for better inventory management. Storage and
handling may be more critical and sensitive as we move
to a lighter grammage newsprint. Maintaining temperature, relative humidity and a dust-free environment are
important.
Plate: No changes to be done with the plates, as modifi-

cation of plates would not be possible and even though
there could be minor potential problems like image
wear in the long run, they would not be a cause of much
concern.
Blanket: Blanket doesn’t need to be modified, as there
are only register issues caused by fan-out. Sometimes
trying out different brands and freezing a particular
brand might be more helpful.
Fountain solution: Fan-out is most likely to be a characteristic of a low newsprint grammage. Choosing a fountain solution or modifying it to be a mildly acidic neutral
pH font solution with extra wettability can be helpful.

Chapter 3: An ideal approach to 40gsm migration
– Step-by-step guide
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5. Optimize the machine and
process parameters
Trying out lower grammage newsprint might require
changes in the process and machine settings during the
trial phase or even after modification of ink and paper
properties.
Also, you might need to rethink on the inventory, procurement, storage and handling processes, in light of the
new optimized settings on the machinery.
It requires a lot of experience and skill to decide the
changes required and we will discuss the changes in the
next chapter.

6. Fine-tune and rework the process
The fine-tuning has to be done on the basis of what suits
your own process flow and the applicability to your own
machinery.
After implementing the necessary changes to your process and machinery, the shift in performance due to the
new settings should be observed and monitored.
Further review and fine-tuning might help narrow down
the bottlenecks even further, and improve the stability
and runnability of the lower grammage printing environment.
This step is discussed in detail in the next chapter.
Note: It is not necessary that all the changes discussed
in the following chapter be adopted by every press. Some
presses might not in fact have the facilities to adopt
all the changes. However, the suggested process flow
changes will be easily applicable to any typical newspaper
printing process.
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Setting up the press and
processes for printing using
40gsm newsprint
Pressing issues in the
printing press
W The opacity of the paper throws
up a severe challenge.

W Sometimes, increased linting
is a problem.

Pre-press optimization:
A well set-up pre-press always
enables better-quality reproduction.
So, what are the aspects to be considered or altered in the pre-press stage
to get the best of lower grammage
paper? Here are some suggestions:

W There will be a very slight
increase in breakage.

W Packaging is a huge challenge.
The paper tends to be more
flexible, which makes inserting
difficult.

W Thinner paper in combination
with thinner plates also tends
to result in more colour register
misalignment problems.

W The combined effect of ink and
water absorption will lead to
higher print-through in lower
grammage paper.
All these issues turn the spotlight
on processes where optimization or
modification might be needed. We
bring you the best practices and process changes needed in the production flow that will help improve the
quality of print on lower grammage
newsprint.
Here is a comparison of the pros and
cons of different processes on lower
grammage newsprint, and some
recommendations for change in
approach or settings:
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Screening – FM, AM, or Hybrid?
AM screen: In AM screening, dots

are modulated or altered on a grid to
create the illusion of different tones.
Mid-tone reproduction is good in
AM screening, but there are some
inherent issues like loss of detail,
moiré, rosette visibility and optical
bumps. As screening technologies
have advanced, these issues have
been minimized.
FM Screen: FM screening delivers

more tonal detail across images
compared to AM screening. It also
eliminates inherent noise and moiré.
FM dots are smaller, equal in size
and uniformly distributed over the
print area. Each dot of FM screening carries less ink, and therefore
contributes minimum show-through
in lower grammage paper.

Hybrid screen: Hybrid technology
takes advantage of both FM and AM
screening, combining them to produce the desired results. Users will
see FM screening in the highlights
and shadow areas, while AM screening takes over from the 1/4 tones to
the 3/4 tones.

Screening technology can be adopted
based on the workflow and process
capability. Appropriate choice of
screening will ensure enhanced quality and improved colour stability.
Adjusting auto-colour correction
software for best TIC

Colour profile customisation might
require a profile with a slightly
bigger colour gamut (bigger than the
SNP gamut) at the colour correction stage, to ensure that maximum
colour gamut is achieved after ink
optimization and gamut shrinkage in
SNP printing.
The Image Correction Team should
conduct trial-and-error analyses of
the effects of the profile on the images and execute image corrections
accordingly.
In case of auto-colour correction,
the same logic must be used while
setting up new software or editing
the existing one.

Chapter 4: Setting up the press and processes
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Quick tips:
W Higher show-through defect in lower gsm
paper can be reduced by a considerable
amount with better ink-water balance.

W It would be a good idea to reduce the
Total Ink Limit from 220 to 200 or 180,
to reduce the show-through effects. This
will r equire a separate colour profile with
reduced TIC for lower grammage newsprint.

Optimising Computer to Plate

In fact, before trying out the lower grammage paper, CTP must be
calibrated and reset with OEM
standards. Only then should the behaviour be monitored, and settings
changed. Else it will be difficult to
set up and quantify the changes
required in the settings which have
already deviated from the OEM.
The laser-power of CTP should be
set by exposing a plate with Stoufferwedge to get Step-4 solid. It is also
important to maintain preheat
temperature in the range of 116 to 121
degrees C.
Another factor for consideration is
the behaviour of dots on different
CTP, especially the behaviour of
highlight and shadow on thermal
and violet plates. This factor would
influence considerably the decision on the best plates for different
screening technology with reference
to the run length of the product.
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W A lower grammage paper with improved
bulk, opacity and thickness helps to reduce
the show-through to a large extent on the
printed paper.

W Colour mis-register problems in lower
grammage paper with thinner plates could
be greatly reduced by trying out different blanket makes, an optimized fan-out
system, and by using single-width plates
that fix individually.

Thermal CTP plates have a better
resolution and stability in holding
the plate dots. So, this may be considered for long print runs where an
image loss (wear) is expected after
some impression. However, the output is less than in violet photopolymer due to higher cycle time, which
raises the question of faster productivity that is crucial for newspaper
printing.
The decision should be based on the
priorities of the publisher. In some
cases, only the long run products
need to be tried out with thermal.

Press optimization
W Tension settings
Printers must consider some key
parameters before migrating to
lower grammage newsprint. Studies
show that tensile strength of 40gsm
newsprint falls short by 10% to 12%
and tear strength by 15% to 18% in
comparison with 45gsm newsprint.
Lower grammage newsprint cannot
withstand the same tension applied
to 45gsm newsprint in the press.
Hence, web tension needs to be reduced for 40gsm newsprint.
Lower thickness and bulk of 40gsm
newsprint may lead to more creasing. Setting an optimum web tension
is the key factor in managing it.

Chapter 4: Setting up the press and processes
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W Former and Folder settings

W Quality issues and solutions

Does lower grammage necessitate
the setting to be changed in the Folding cylinder and jaw cylinder and
Former for a smoother run?

Mis Registration: A well-balanced

High speed machines meant for
higher pagination often cause problems in running 4-page or 6-page
products. Reduced grammage will
further reduce the thickness and
bulk (unless modified) from 45gsm,
which might make it even more difficult to print less pagination products, particularly when running with
different grammage papers.
It makes sense to tune up the
thickness and bulk properties to suit
the runnability of lower pagination
products. Ideally, all the mechanical
settings of Folder and Former should
be followed as per OEM standards.
The Former nose needs to be set at
zero position and the bending rollers
(at the back of the Former) need to
be adjusted according to the bulk
and thickness of paper and number
of ribbons in the product. Folder
jaw settings should be checked and
modified appropriately to hold the
reduced thickness.

ink-water curve eliminates several
print production problems, like more
fan-out implication and even the
cutting ability of the Folder. So, a
different curve for different grades of
lower grammage newsprint should
help to solve these issues.
Registration deviations due to fanout will be different for newsprint of
different gsms; so here again, setting
up separate ink-water curves with
different sets of ink and fountain
solution combinations is ideal for
handling supplies from mills and
brands of different lower grammage.
Show-through: Any show-through
on the print is not always because of
paper - and it may be caused by ink
properties too. If any show-through
exists due to reduced opacity or bulk,
it could be modified accordingly.

A few other issues like image loss
(wear) on the long-run products and
piling can be managed as suggested
earlier, by adopting a better CTP
process based on run length, etc.
Mailroom issues

No major issues are noticed with
the Gripper lines and packing lines.
However, inserters may face some
challenges with lower gsm paper, and
this needs to be managed properly.
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Chapter 5:
Expert opinion

Somnath Guha
Vice-President
Anandabazar Patrika

Shibu George
Chief General Manager
Malayala Manorama

R P Lakshmivenkatraman
Vice-President
The Hindu

Publishers on 40gsm production
Many leading publishers have been using 40gsm newsprint for quite
some time now. They provide insights here for other publishers.
Somnath Guha, Vice-President, Anandabazar Patrika,

Which screening did you use in the trial runs? What was

Shibu George, Chief General Manager of Malayala

the screen ruling (resolution) used in the trial? Did you

Manorama and R P Lakshmivenkatraman, Vice-President of The Hindu, share their experiences in using
40gsm newsprint.

find any specific values suitable for 40gsm newsprint?

What web tension issues did you face when you used
40gsm newsprint? Compared to printing using higher
gsm newsprints, does printing using 40gsm require
low tension values? Can the same tension adjustment
procedures be followed in different printing presses?
Somnath Guha, Vice-President, ABP Pvt. Ltd: In

general, web tension needs to be kept at a lower value
compared to 42gsm /45gsm newsprint. According to our
observation, the reduction is in the range of 8% to 10%.
Moreover, the web tension reduction value which is used
during acceleration of press from zero speed is to be kept
at 50% to avoid any possibility of web break. For recycled newsprint there could be some issue of web drifting
in 40gsm which has to be adjusted by draw roller. Also,
Folder nip is to be adjusted as per requirement.
Shibu George, Chief General Manager, Malayala

we had to conduct an extensive trial with different dot
sizes. One must choose between super coarse, coarse and
medium dot sizes with different pixels and microns for
the best results. Focus has to be given to the ability to
hold highlight dots.
Shibu George: We used AM screening,120 lpi, Elliptical
P, Photo Polymer plates at 1270 dpi.
R P Lakshmivenkatraman: We used 120 LPI for both

Cold-set and 133 lpi for Heat-set. These settings were
followed for 42gsm also. There was no major dot loss at
this resolution.
Please explain the configuration of the machine used
for the trial. If you use the 40gsm newsprint in dayto-day production, what is the machine configuration
used? What are the reel sizes used? Any specific
remarks?

Manorama: We tried several makes of 40gsm newsprint

Somnath Guha: No changes in machine configuration or

without many changes in printing consumables and
production parameters. Only minor changes were made
in the tension settings in the press to finetune to the new
reel tension. This is done for any grammage newsprint
irrespective of the supplier.

reel sizes were needed.

R P Lakshmivenkatraman, Vice-President, The Hindu:

We faced some web tension issues like creasing during
roll changeover. To avoid this, web tension was reduced.
Tension reduction was followed in all press machines.
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Somnath Guha: As we use FM screening for our dailies,
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Shibu George: We mostly use 4x1 configuration presses at

75000 IPH with auto splicers and gripper conveyor delivery
system for packing and dispatch. We have spray dampening
and manual blanket cleaning for all presses. The reel sizes
used were 1400, 1050 & 700 mm for 40gsm. We tried it out
in our 4 x 2 press as well without any difficulty.
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R P Lakshmivenkatraman: The machine configuration

used for trial and day-to-day production was 4 high blanket-to-blanket stack tower with the press geometry 4:1 &
2:1. The 4:1 configuration press is high speed (more than
60,000 CPH) and the 2:1 press has a speed range between 40,000 CPH and 60,000 CPH. High-speed presses
are imported with three colour tower combinations (Max
24-page colour capacity) while 2:1 presses have four colour tower configurations (Max 16-page colour capacity)
and two mono printing unit configurations.
What were the printing quality defects you faced when
using 40gsm newsprint? What adjustments were introduced at the pre-press and press stages to reduce
those quality issues? How did you address the issues
associated with manufacturing with suppliers?
Somnath Guha: In 40gsm newsprint there would be

some difference in calliper as well as opacity compared
to higher grammage newsprint, especially in virgin or
mixed grade. This could lead to fan-out, show-through,
registration and Folder delivery-related issues. To overcome all these, the following measures must be taken:
a. Start-up and slowdown speeds to be checked carefully
b. Pre-set values for lateral and circumferential to be
readjusted
c. Optimization of ink–water curves
d. Ink vehicle and strength of pigments to be changed in
consultation with the manufacturer
e. Edge trim parameters to be adjusted
f. Note that blanket plays an important role in 40gsm
g. Jaws, brushes and belts in the folder to be adjusted
h. Ink optimization software to be calibrated
i. Every batch of newsprint to be assessed in the lab for
strength, calliper, bulk and porosity, in addition to
other parameters

Also, a TIL of 180% helped us to control the ink deposit
and thus the print-through. Poor ‘formation’ of paper was
seen only in one make. No serious web breaks were reported from any of the units during the usage of 40gsm newsprint, which is attributable to its lower grammage. Most of
the makes have shades close to that of 12647-3 standards.
Other paper problems like wobbling, core damages,
winding quality, creasing, fluff/linting, glue at the end
etc. are common for other grammages too, and not particular to 40gsm.
R P Lakshmivenkatraman: The main issue is see-

through. It was higher than the 42gsm newsprint.
With virgin fibres, see-through was less due to bulkiness
and higher opacity, and it was more prominent in recycled newsprint. To minimize this issue Total Ink coverage
was reduced from 240 to 220 and 0.05 reduction in SID.
From the suppliers’ end, LPI inks were used to overcome
this. Other paper defects were similar to those seen in
42gsm newsprint.
How did you measure the economic / monetary
benefits? Can you provide the yield for different gsm
newsprints?
Somnath Guha: Monetary benefit was based on two

factors – procurement price and yield. Though the theoretical benefit in yield is around 11% in 40gsm newsprint
compared to 45gsm newsprint, we found from our historical data that the net monetary benefit is to the tune of
4% to 5%. The calculation is based on the best indigenous
variety as well as imports from Canada, Sweden and
South Korea. To get the highest yield, focus also needs
to be given to using the highest diameter newsprint roll
specified by the Press manufacturer. For imported printing machines it should be 1270 mm.

Shibu George: We have been using 41.5gsm - 42.0gsm
for the last 2-3 years. We did not find a big difference
from 41.5gsm - 40gsm either on the runnability or operational parameters. As a part of 40gsm trails, we tried
five different newsprint suppliers and most of them were
virgin newsprints. Some of them were highly successful
whereas others had inherent newsprint problems like
heavy linting, wobbling and lack of core strength etc. One
of the expected major concerns was ‘print-through’ while
using 40gsm. But surprisingly, we did not see any heavy
print-through with any of the makes we tried, when
compared to that of the 42gsm paper. In all of them, the
‘bulk’ was high and that could be one of the reasons for
less print-through.

Shibu George: As expected, we got better mileage for
the 40gsm newsprint. We could get extra mileage of
about 10-15 pages per Kg. This saved a few reels and
helped us to reduce the unwound waste, tear waste and
waste copies during reel changes.
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R P Lakshmivenkatraman: Theoretically there was a

4.76 % increase in paper mileage. But the monetary benefit was half of this due to the increased price of 40gsm
compared to 42gsm. Another issue we face with the
40gsm newsprint is supply in slightly higher gsm than
quoted, which changes yield.
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Chapter 6

Cost benefits and drawbacks
This cost-benefit analysis is done to measure the benefits
of the decision to migrate to lower grammage newsprint.
It involves measurable financial metrics such as revenue
earned or costs saved and reduced wastage, energy and
efforts.
The migration to lower grammage not only brings some
financial savings and tangible benefits, but also has a few
intangible benefits which are sometimes not quantifiable
in financial terms.
Here are the possible benefits and drawbacks of
migrating from 45gsm newsprint to a lower grammage
newsprint in newspaper production:

Cost benefits
Newsprint cost benefits
Comparative cost of newsprint per million copies
(40, 42, 45gsm)

The figure below shows the comparative newsprint cost
for a million copies of a 4-page (350 X 546 mm) product
at a cost of $700 per tonne of newsprint.
A spending of around $1500 will be added to the product
cost by printing a newspaper using 45gsm in place of
40gsm. This would be a monumental figure for publishers, as the average circulation figures are far higher and
the average pagination volume is at least 12-14 pages.

Cost saving percentage by moving to
lower grammage paper
Migration from 45gsm to lower grammage means improvement in the yield (improving the paper length or
number of copies produced per tonne of newsprint) by
6.9% and 11.2% for 42gsm and 40gsm respectively. This
would make a considerable impact on the product cost for
publishers.
Note: This tentative saving is based on the cost saving
of newsprint only by improving the yield. However, due
to the fixed operating cost at various stages from mill
to production floor, the overall cost benefit might be
less than these figures. Also, the final impact on savings
is decided by factors like distance to transport and the
volume of purchase. A typical saving could be anywhere
around 6 to 8 percent.

Newsprint savings for a printing plant
A typical direct saving by migrating from higher grammage to lower grammage is as follows for a printing plant
with a consumption of 25 metric tons of newsprint a day:

W A total of $0.62 million would be saved annually if the
printing plant moved from 45gsm c to 40gsm

W A total of $0.40 million would be saved annually if the
printing plant moved from 45gsm to 42gsm

Source: WAN-IFRA
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Source:
WAN-IFRA

Apart from the direct saving by increase in the yield via
migrating to a lower grammage, there are plenty of other
indirect benefits which contribute quite a sum to the
savings. Here again, a print site with daily consumption
of 25MT is considered, to arrive at the estimated and
projected savings.

W Core waste saving: A company which consumes
25MT a day will have to handle a total of 10735 cores
if the whole consumption is 45gsm newsprint. It
would be 9995 cores for 42gsm and 9528 cores for
40gsm. Handling a smaller number of cores also
means that lesser waste is left on the cores.

W Transportation waste: Reduced core handling will
potentially lead to reduced transportation waste,
as the chances of exposure to damage is less. Even
though this is not quantifiable, it will result in significant savings.

Another key process that needs optimisation to get the
best out of lower grammage is the Total Ink Coverage
(TIC) as per the grammage. This needs some groundwork
and a few trial-and-error efforts to measure the impact
of reduced TIC on the lower grammage paper. This
approach is very useful if the ink properties are not tuned
up to go with lower grammage paper.
This approach not only reduces the quality defects and
improves the visual quality, but it also results in significant savings. The chart below projects the savings by
reducing TIC.

W As the graph shows, while the reduced TIC saves ink
(reduces the consumption) in C, M and Y, it simultaneously increases the consumption of black, as the
profile also applies some GCR that replaces neutral
black and greys (produced by near equal amount of
CMY) with the single colour black.

W Energy waste: Handling over 1000 added reels will

W While the reduction to TIC 220 brings 10.18% saving

add to the energy cost of transportation from port
to the plant and man-energy cost. It may require
hundreds of trucks in addition to the expense of the
additional reels.

of coloured inks, it results in a minor rise of 1.78% in
consumption of black ink due to GCR application.

W Material waste: Lesser cores means lesser reel handling by the operators (man-hour and man-energy)
and lesser number of pasting cycles, which will potentially reduce the consumption of pasting materials
like tapes, etc.

Ink cost benefits
Using lower grammage newsprint not only results in
savings by improving the newsprint yield but also optimizes workflow and certain processes that help to bring
out better quality print with lower grammage newsprint
usage.
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GSM affects machine performance:
W The older printing machines might not have sophisticated tension control systems, right from core breaking till the variable nipping drives, to build the proper
tension on the paper for smooth printing.

W Even advanced machines meant for high-speed and
bulk pagination production would probably struggle
to produce lower pagination products on lower grammage paper, compared to similar products on higher
grammage paper.

Source: Study done by Bennett Coleman Co Ltd.

– Additionally, moving to total ink coverage of 200
potentially saves 12.5% of coloured inks, and increases 2.89% in consumption of black ink.
– And, further move to total ink coverage of 180
saves 15.43% of coloured inks and leads to additional consumption of nearly 5% in black ink.
Even though the reduction of TIC saves on the ink
consumption, it’s the roughness of the newsprint and
the vehicles (solvents, etc.) of the ink that influence the
consumption to a large extent. So, the percentage of savings might vary depending on the combined printability
properties of the newsprint and ink.

Drawbacks
Printing using lower grammage newsprint is not without its drawbacks. The lower the grammage the more
the difficulties in the paper manufacturing process. It
also complicates the process of printing. Not all printing
machines can handle lower grammage well. Choosing the
wrong paper grammage for a specific machine will potentially increase the lead time and downtime, and make the
product costly, especially if you are printing small quantities and products with comparatively low pagination.
So, grammage is important when running a paper on the
press because it has a bearing on everything, including
ink types and drying times.
Here are the potential issues that need to be kept in
mind, even though these can be addressed and sorted
out to a large extent by changing the process flow in the
systems.
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W Quality issues:
1. Opacity: Typically, paper of unmodified lower grammage will have lower opacity compared to higher
grammage paper, and this opacity will potentially
increase the effects of show-through on the print,
unless the properties of the newsprint are altered
appropriately.

2. Plate run length: More fillers are often added to lower
grammage paper to compensate for the opacity and
bulk which sometimes increases linting problem and
then causes image wear on the plates. This is a serious
concern in case of long print lengths, and the blanket
may need additional cleaning in-between, and sometimes even change of plates to address image loss.

3. Ink-water balance and Mis-register: As the side-
effects of controlled Ink-water balance in long run
length, misregister issues due to fan-out could frequently surface.

W Web breaks:
Precise tension control over paper of lower grammage is never an easy task. It needs a lot of optimization and reviews of tension parameters and careful
handling in the pasting and preparation cycles, failing
which chances of breaks could increase.
Printing using paper of lower grammage throws up
challenges in equal measure to the advantages. However,
if handled correctly, particularly at the start of the migration process, it could bring numerous benefits to the
newspaper publisher, including significant cost savings,
in the long run.
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Summing-up
It is clear that newspaper publishing is moving more and
more towards printing using lower grammage newsprint.
The visual quality and touch and feel of the physical
printed newspaper gives it a unique advantage over the
digital formats of news consumption. So, any changes
with nominal compromises that yield greater financial
mileage should be welcomed to create a more sustainable
business environment.
The move to lower grammages of 42gsm and 40gsm
newsprint should be systematic and there should not be
much compromise on the quality of the printed product.
Only then will the benefits of the lower grammage be
realised to the fullest.

Systematic approach and eye to quality
are key.
A systematic approach is mandatory for those who are
venturing into using lower grammage for the first time,
because every plant and machine has different requirements and not all press environments are capable of
handling the lower grammage smoothly without some
tweaks.
A non-systematic adoption of lower grammage newsprint
might result in increased production costs due to additional downtime and reduced operating efficiency. This
would affect the very purpose of lower grammage adoption, which is to gain a financial advantage, and instead,
might result in spending more than the planned savings.

How can quality be retained while using
lower grammage newsprint?
Compensation of thickness and bulk will improve runnability.

W Suitable dyes like Methyl violet, Methyl green or a
combination of the two can help improve opacity.

W Surface sizing influences the porosity and roughness,
leading to lesser penetration of ink in the valleys, thus
reducing ink consumption.

W Improved pigment wettability and dispersion will
help to reduce IFT (ink film thickness), show-through
and print-through.

W Adjust the auto colour correction software for best
TIC. Reduced and optimized TIC will help reduce
the show-through defects, while bringing financial
savings.

W Optimise based on the type of process and run length
of the product, plates used and CTP and presses. This
will address a few potential quality defects and reduce
the efforts of the workforce.

W Printing using lower grammage throws up challenges
in equal measure to the benefits. However, if handled
correctly, especially at the start of the migration process, it holds numerous advantages for the newspaper
publisher, including significant cost savings in the
long run.

As mentioned earlier, visual quality is a unique feature
of the print business. So, a newspaper that is of compromised quality might impact the business considerably
and pull it down. So, it is recommended that users follow
the guidelines to a systematic approach (see Chapter 3 –
An ideal approach for 40gsm migration – A step-by-step
guide).
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